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Bond ordering and phase transitions in Na2IrO3 under high pressure
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The Kitaev model of spin-1/2 on a honeycomb lattice supports degenerate topological ground states and may
be useful in topological quantum computation. Na2IrO3 with a honeycomb lattice of Ir ions has been extensively
studied as a candidate for the realization of this model, due to the effective Jeff = 1/2 low-energy excitations
produced by the spin-orbit and crystal-field effect. As the eventual realization of the Kitaev model has remained
evasive, it is highly desirable and challenging to tune the candidate materials toward such an end. It is well known
that external pressure often leads to dramatic changes in the geometric and electronic structure of materials.
In this Rapid Communication, the high-pressure phase diagram of Na2IrO3 is examined by first-principles
calculations. It is found that Na2IrO3 undergoes a sequence of structural and magnetic phase transitions, from a
magnetically ordered phase with space group C2/m to two bond-ordered nonmagnetic phases. The low-energy
excitations in these high-pressure phases can be well described by the Jeff = 1/2 states.
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In recent years the Kitaev model [1], an exactly solvable
two-dimensional spin-1/2 model on a honeycomb lattice with
distortional nearest-neighbor interactions, has attracted con-
siderable attention. The Kitaev ground state is a quantum spin
liquid with possible non-Abelian anyonic excitations, whose
realization will be an important step towards topological quan-
tum computation [1]. To date, 5d iridates A2IrO3(A = Na,
Li) [2–18] have been extensively studied for the realization
of the Kitaev model. However, the ground states of these
materials are not the desired spin liquid, but all magnetically
ordered [4–13]. It turns out that the existence of Heisen-
berg interactions and also off-diagonal interactions plays an
important role in determining the magnetic configuration of
the ground state [13–15], and the magnetic configuration is
sensitive to structure deviations [13].

Although the Kitaev model has not been realized in iri-
dates, many studies indicate that the Kitaev terms are the
dominant interactions and the systems are near the spin-liquid
region in the parameter phase diagrams [11–13,15,16]. There-
fore, it may be possible to find new Kitaev materials whose
parameters fortunately locate in the zone of the Kitaev spin-
liquid phase. Recent studies on α-RuCl3, OsCl3, Cu2IrO3,
and H3LiIr2O6 have made progress in this direction [19–22].
In addition, the electronic states of these candidate materials
can be changed dramatically by the application of external
fields or pressure. Pressure can even introduce dramatic ge-
ometric changes to these materials. Therefore, whether these
candidate materials can be tuned to the Kitaev ground state
will be an essential question. To date, magnetic-field-induced
quantum spin-liquid phases have been reported in α-RuCl3,
however, the experimental data cannot be reconciled with
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the behavior of the Kitaev spin liquid [23,24]. Pressure-
induced melting of the magnetic order is observed in α-RuCl3

[25–27]. Structural and magnetic transitions under pressure
are observed in iridate α-Li2IrO3 [17]. As the first condensed
matter candidate for the Kitaev model, however, Na2IrO3

shows no sign of a structural phase transition in previous
experiments under high pressures up to 24 GPa [18].

In this Rapid Communication, we study the phase tran-
sitions in Na2IrO3 under high pressure by first-principles
calculations. In Na2IrO3, each Ir4+ ion is surrounded by an
oxygen octahedron and the crystal field splits d orbitals into
eg and t2g orbitals, and, further, strong spin-orbit coupling
(SOC) leads to an effective pseudospin-1/2. The interest in
a possible exotic quantum phase in Na2IrO3 is accompanied
by many revisions of its structure, magnetic configuration, and
microscopic model [3–9,13–16]. It may reflect the complexity
of 5d transition-metal oxides due to the interplay of SOC,
electron correlation, and crystal-field splitting effects, all of
which can be modified in nontrivial ways by the application
of external pressure. Indeed, we find remarkable nonmag-
netic (NM) ground states of Na2IrO3 under high pressure,
in which Jeff = 1/2 states are still dominant in the low-
energy region. The magnetic phase transition is seen to be in-
duced by bond ordering, where local structure dimerization is
formed with long-range order, with a concomitant electronic
phase transition from a Mott insulator to band insulators.
The bond-ordered nonmagnetic phase may bear a remarkable
resemblance to the gapped A phase of the Kitaev ground
state [1].

We perform noncollinear relativistic density functional
theory (DFT) calculations with full self-consistent fields,
as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package
(VASP) [28–30]. The projector augmented-wave potentials
with a plane-wave cutoff of 500 eV are employed. We set
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FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structure of C2/m, viewed from slightly off
the b direction. (b) Nearly ideal Ir honeycomb lattice of C2/m,
viewed from the direction perpendicular to the ab plane. Green, blue,
and magenta bonds are x, y, and z bonds, respectively. The bond
length relation is lx = ly � lz. The Ir honeycomb lattice of (c) P 1̄
with shorter x bonds, lx < ly ≈ lz, (d) P 21/m with shorter x1 and
y2 bonds, lx1 = ly2 < lx2 = ly1 ≈ lz, and (e) C2/m-zz with shorter
z bonds, lz < lx = ly . Note that all short Ir-Ir bonds in (c)–(e) are
highlighted by thicker lines.

U = 1.7 eV [13] and J = 0.6 eV [31], corresponding to
a choice of effectively Ueff = U − J = 1.1 eV [32] for all
the structures under consideration, unless otherwise specified.
The energy convergence criteria is 10−5 eV and the inter-
atomic force convergence for structure optimizations is 0.01
eV/Å. Hydrostatic pressures are adopted in our high-pressure
study, i.e., pressures are isotropic in all directions. Phonon
dispersions are calculated by the finite displacement method
[33,34], where a 2 × 2 × 2 supercell is adopted.

Under ambient pressure, Na2IrO3 is a layered compound
of space group C2/m (No. 12) [6,7], whose atom layers are
stacked repeating the sequence O-Ir2/3Na1/3-O-Na, as shown
in Fig. 1(a). Each ion in the structure has six oppositely
charged ions as the first neighbors forming octahedral cages,
akin to a distorted rocksalt structure. Figure 1(a) highlights the
IrO6 octahedrons particularly. The atom layers are in the ab

plane. In each Ir2/3Na1/3 layer, Ir4+ ions form a honeycomb
lattice, with Na+ ions at the center of the hexagons. There are
three types of nearest-neighbor Ir-Ir links named as x, y, and
z bonds [Fig. 1(b)], respectively. This nomenclature is derived
from the fact that those bonds are perpendicular to the cubic
x, y, and z axes of the parent rocksalt structure, respectively.
The Ir honeycomb lattice is nearly ideal, with z bonds slightly
longer than x and y bonds, i.e., lx = ly � lz, where lx , ly ,
and lz are bond lengths of x, y, and z bonds, respectively.
The Ir honeycomb lattice becomes zigzag antiferromagnetic
(AFM) below TN = 15 K [4–7], and neighboring Ir layers are
also antiferromagnetically coupled [5]. We call this ground
structure C2/m-zigzag. Within the zigzag AFM phase, the
direction of magnetization is g ≈ a + c, located in the cubic
xy plane of the IrO6 octahedron and pointing to the center of
the O-O edge [9,13]. Despite the AFM stacking Ir honeycomb
layers, only one Ir layer needs to be considered in the Kitaev-

Heisenberg (KH) model since the interactions between Ir
honeycomb layers are negligible [13].

Under high pressure, two new crystal structures are found,
whose space groups are P 1̄ (No. 2) and P 21/m (No. 11),
respectively. Their structural stabilities are verified by phonon
dispersion calculations (see the Supplemental Material [35]).
The key structural feature of these high-pressure phases is
the emergence of bond ordering. For P 1̄ shown in Fig. 1(c),
y bonds and z bonds are elongated to the same extent whereas
the x bonds are shrunk distinctly, i.e., lx < ly ≈ lz. P 21/m

shown in Fig. 1(d) displays yet another bond ordering: x

and y bonds are further separated into two types, i.e., x1, x2

and y1, y2, respectively, where z bonds, x2 bonds, and y1

bonds are elongated to some extent while remaining almost
equal to each other, but x1 bonds and y2 bonds are shrunk,
i.e., lx1 = ly2 < lx2 = ly1 ≈ lz. It is worth mentioning that a
third type of bond ordering shown in Fig. 1(e) is also pos-
sible as a metastable structure at high pressures, where z

bonds are shrunk, i.e., lz < lx = ly . The space group remains
C2/m, therefore we call this structure C2/m-zz. As shown in
Figs. 1(c) and 1(e), C2/m-zz takes on a similar bond ordering
just as P 1̄. We find P 1̄, P 21/m, and C2/m-zz are all NM
band insulators.

According to our calculations, there is no structural phase
transition below 24 GPa, which is consistent with a previous
experiment [18]. However, at about 36 GPa, a structural
phase transition is found computationally, and the new phase
(space group P 1̄) is seen to be enthalpically favored up to
42 GPa. Since the P 1̄ structure is NM, there is simultaneously
a magnetic phase transition at about 36 GPa. At the same
time, the system transforms from a Mott insulator to a band
insulator. At about 42 GPa, the computed enthalpies indicate
the Na2IrO3 enters a new structural phase with space group
P 21/m, which remains NM. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the
enthalpy for C2/m, P 1̄, and P 21/m structures relative to
the C2/m-zigzag structure and the P 21/m structure, respec-
tively. A new energy reference is needed for higher pressures
since the C2/m-zigzag structure cannot exist under pressures
higher than 48 GPa. For completeness, bilayer cases of (1)
one layer with short x bonds and the other layer with short
y bonds and (2) one layer with short x1 and y2 bonds and
the other layer with short x2 and y1 bonds are also consid-
ered and plotted, denoted as xx-yy and xy-yx, respectively.
It turns out these bilayer structures are not energetically
favored.

Figure 2(c) shows the changes of bond ordering during
phase transitions by plotting bond lengths versus pressure.
The bond lengths change dramatically between 35 and 45
GPa, corresponding to two structural phase transitions dis-
cussed above. The bond ordering can be summarized as lx =
ly � lz for C2/m-zigzag, lx < ly ≈ lz for P 1̄ and lx1 = ly2 <

lx2 = ly1 ≈ lz for P 21/m, which is consistent with the above
discussions for Figs. 1(c)–1(e).

Previous finding suggests that the magnetic configuration
is sensitive to structure deviations [13]. We then examine the
magnetic structure of the C2/m-zigzag structure during the
structural phase transition under pressure. Figure 2(d) shows
the total magnetic moment magnitude and its angle to the
a axis of the C2/m-zigzag structure under various pressures,
where the moment direction rotates in the ac plane roughly
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FIG. 2. Calculated static lattice enthalpy of different structures
relative to (a) the C2/m-zigzag structure and (b) the P 21/m struc-
ture, respectively. (c) Calculated bond lengths vs pressure, which
reflects the changes of bond ordering. (d) Calculated total moment
magnitude and angle to the a axis of the C2/m-zigzag structure
under various pressures.

from a + c to a as pressure increases. The moment rotation is
likely to be a consequence of the slight increase of the ratio
lz/ lx as pressure increases, where the ratio trend is clearly
shown in Fig. 2(c). As for the magnitude of the magnetic
moment, first it decreases gradually until about 30 GPa, and
then goes up abruptly after 40 GPa, indicating a magnetic
transition at around 30–40 GPa, which is consistent with our
previous discussions.

It should be remarked that P 1̄ and P 21/m do not appear
to be even metastable for P < 22 GPa. C2/m-zigzag cannot
exist for pressures higher than about 48 GPa [Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b)]: (1) For 48 < P � 56 GPa, an imaginary phonon
frequency appears at � (only � is calculated for cost rea-
sons), indicating the structure instability; (2) for P > 56 GPa,
C2/m-zigzag relaxes automatically to P 1̄ or P 21/m. Situa-
tions are similar for other C2/m magnetic structures, i.e., they
disappear above certain pressures [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]: (1)
An imaginary phonon frequency appears at � between 40 and
50 GPa for FM, Néel, and NM, and between 50 and 60 GPa
for stripy; (2) they relax automatically to P 1̄ or P 21/m above
a pressure between 60 and 70 GPa for FM and stripy, between
50 and 60 GPa for Néel, and between 70 and 80 GPa for NM.

The results presented so far, based on the static lattice
approximation, already indicate the appearance of a rich phase
diagram for Na2IrO3 under pressure. We further take into ac-
count the effects of lattice vibrations by including the phonon
free energy still within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
We calculate the phonon dispersions of C2/m-zigzag, P 1̄,
and P 21/m under different pressures to obtain the zero-point
energy corrections (phonon free energy at zero temperature).

FIG. 3. (a) The static lattice enthalpy of C2/m-zigzag, P 1̄, and
P 21/m structures with zero-point energy corrections. The inset in (a)
shows the results without zero-point energy corrections for compari-
son. (b) The pressure vs temperature phase diagram considering the
phonon free energy.

The results are shown in Fig. 3(a). The inset in Fig. 3(a)
shows the results without zero-point energy corrections for
comparison. It can be seen that under pressures lower than
40 GPa, C2/m-zigzag is still the most stable structure. For
pressures higher than 53 GPa, P 21/m is the most stable. How-
ever, the stability range of pressure for P 1̄ shrinks to a point
in contrast to ∼5 GPa without zero-point energy corrections.
In other words, with the increase of pressure, Na2IrO3 will
first undergo a phase transition from C2/m-zigzag magnetic
order to P 21/m NM order. We also find that P 1̄ reenters as
the most stable structure between 48 and 53 GPa. In Fig. 3(b),
we plot the calculated phase diagram considering the phonon
free energy. It is worth mentioning that in a relatively large
temperature range, Na2IrO3 will undergo successive phase
transitions, C2/m → P 21/m → P 1̄ → P 21/m, with the in-
crease of pressure.

In order to clarify the phonon modes responsible for the
zero-point vibration-driven stabilization of the P 1̄ phase,
we calculate the phonon density of states and the differ-
ences of integrated zero-point vibration energies of the P 1̄
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FIG. 4. (a) Calculated phonon density of states of the P 1̄ and
P 21/m structures under different pressures. (b) The differences
of integrated zero-point vibration energies of the P 1̄ and P 21/m

structures under different pressures. (c) The evolution of the vibration
energies of the dimerization modes with pressure. The insets in (c)
are the dimerization modes of the P 1̄ and P 21/m structures, where
only the vibrations of Ir atoms are shown. The gray dashed lines in
the insets are guides to the eye for the Ir honeycomb lattice.

and P 21/m structures under different pressures across the
phase transitions, and the results are shown in Figs. 4(a) and
4(b). The integrated zero-point vibration energies Evib(ω) are
defined by

Evib(ω) = 1

2
h̄

∫ ω

0
ρph(ω′)ω′dω′,

where ρph is the phonon density of states. The difference of in-
tegrated zero-point vibration energies is given by �Evib(ω) =
Evib(ω)|P 1̄ − Evib(ω)|P 21/m. It can be clearly seen that the
contributions from the acoustic modes of the P 1̄ and P 21/m

structures (with vibration energies below 25 meV, as shown
in Fig. S2 in the Supplemental Material [35]) are nearly the
same for all the pressures. The differences are mainly from
the optical modes with energy between 50 and 100 meV,
especially around 85 meV, as displayed in Fig. 4(b). This can
be well understood from the phonon dispersion as shown in
Fig. S2 in the Supplemental Material [35]. There is a gap
around 85 meV in the phonon dispersion of the P 1̄ structure,
which will drive the modes �85 meV softer compared to that
of the P 21/m structure.

Since the P 1̄ and P 21/m structures do not share the
same normal vibration modes, it is difficult to compare their
vibration modes directly. However, the dimerization modes
(with q = 0) of the P 1̄ and P 21/m structures (with vibration
energies around 90 meV) are representative modes that are
responsible for the phonon-driven stabilization of the P 1̄
phase, as indicated in Fig. 4(b). The evolution of the vibration
energies of the dimerization modes with pressure are shown in
Fig. 4(c). The vibration energies of these dimerization modes
all increase with the increase of pressure. The evolution
trend of the vibration energy of the dimerization modes with
pressure roughly gives the phase transition pressures of the
P 1̄ and P 21/m structures. However, since there are many
phonon modes contributing to the stabilization of the P 1̄
phase, the transition pressures are not determined directly
by the dimerization modes, as is identified here. In the
pressure above about 50 GPa, it is worth mentioning that
the P 1̄ structure has a lower phonon energy with respect
to the P 21/m structure [see Fig. 4(b)], and that the P 21/m

structure has a lower electronic energy with respect to the P 1̄
structure [see the inset in Fig. 3(a)]. When its disadvantage
from electronic energy is compensated by the advantage from
lattice vibration, the P 1̄ structure becomes the most stable
phase around 50 GPa. This scenario of phase transition from a
competition between electronic and vibrational energy may
be helpful to understand the bond-order-dependent energy
variation in Na2IrO3 and similar systems having a honeycomb
lattice structure.

In order to investigate the Jeff = 1/2 feature of Na2IrO3

during phase transitions, we construct a first-principles-based
Wannier tight-binding model [36]. There are four Ir atoms
in each unit cell. Each Ir4+ ion has five 5d electrons, occu-
pying six t2g orbitals due to crystal-field splitting, assuming
the Ir-O octahedra remain regular during the crystal phase
transitions. As a result of strong SOC, the six t2g orbitals
are further separated into two manifolds with Jeff = 3/2
and Jeff = 1/2. We then decompose the band structures into
Jeff = 3/2 and Jeff = 1/2 components. The results are plot-
ted in the fat bands in Figs. 5(a)–5(c), where the linewidth
represents the weight of the Jeff = 1/2 states. We also cal-
culate the averaged weight of Jeff = 1/2. For a band, it
is defined by

∑
k W1/2(k)/

∑
k Wt2g

(k), where W1/2(k) and
Wt2g

(k) are the spectral weights of Jeff = 1/2 and the t2g

orbitals, respectively. Since the first-principles-based Wan-
nier tight-binding models are constructed by the t2g orbitals
of Ir atoms,

∑
k Wt2g

(k) is just Nk. For the eight bands
around the Fermi level, the averaged weight of Jeff = 1/2 is
0.784, 0.681, and 0.662 for C2/m-zigzag, P 1̄, and P 21/m

in Fig. 5, respectively. The weight of Jeff = 1/2 for P 1̄ and
P 21/m shows a reduction compared with that for C2/m-
zigzag, which can be considered as a consequence of the
change of bond ordering. In P 1̄ and P 21/m, the appearance
of shorter Ir-Ir bonds will lead to larger nearest-neighbor
hopping, which in turn results in a larger band splitting.
Indeed, Fig. 5 clearly shows that the overall band splitting in
C2/m-zigzag is the smallest and that in P 21/m the largest,
which is consistent with the calculated average weight of
Jeff = 1/2. Although the weights differ in these structures,
Jeff = 1/2 states are still the main components around the
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FIG. 5. Calculated tight-binding band structures (four Ir per
unit cell) with SOC of (a) C2/m-zigzag, (b) P 1̄, and (c) P 21/m,
at 48 GPa, respectively. Fat bands are plotted for band struc-
tures with SOC (without Hubbard U ), where the linewidth rep-
resents the weight of the Jeff = 1/2 states. The high-symmetry k
points are �(0, 0, 0), Y (0, 1/2, 0), X(1/2, 0, 0), M (1/2, 1/2, 0),
m(1/2, 1/2, 1/2), x(1/2, 0, 1/2), y(0, 1/2, 1/2), and g(0, 0, 1/2).

Fermi level. Also, the Jeff = 3/2 states are fully filled and
Jeff = 1/2 states are half filled, which are consistent with our
expectations.

In summary, we study the bond-ordering-induced phase
transitions in Na2IrO3 under high pressure by first-principles
calculations. We find that the Na2IrO3 crystal will undergo
successive structural and magnetic phase transitions,
C2/m → P 21/m → P 1̄ → P 21/m, with the increase of
pressure, where the C2/m structure holds a zigzag magnetic
order, while P 21/m and P 1̄ are both nonmagnetic. C2/m

is classified as a Mott insulator, while P 21/m and P 1̄ are

all band insulators. The low-energy excitations of these
bond-ordered high-pressure phases can be well described by
the Jeff = 1/2 states. Considering that the P 1̄ phase possesses
a lx < ly ≈ lz bond ordering as well as its Jeff = 1/2 nature,
we may expect that it bears a remarkable resemblance to the
gapped A phase of the Kitaev ground state [1]. However, a
recent experiment on RuCl3, which shows a similar bond-
ordered phase with respect to that in Na2IrO3 under pressure,
suggests the suppression of the Kitaev interaction-driven
magnetic ground state [27]. As the DFT mean field yields
a nonmagnetic phase, we cannot devise a sensible model to
determine if the interaction parameters are lying in the Kitaev
A-phase region in this work. The uncertainty calls for further
theoretical and experimental investigations. Band structures
and phonon dispersions are calculated for comparison to
future experiments. Together with previous high-pressure
experiments on α-Li2IrO3 [17] and α-RuCl3 [25–27], we
may infer that structural and magnetic transitions driven
by external pressure are universal in these Kitaev candidate
materials. The bond-ordered phases found in our work may
also exist in other candidates in a certain range of pressure,
which will enrich the phase diagrams of these materials.
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